UT Austin & MD Anderson Collaborative Research Summit

MD Anderson Cancer Center and UT Austin have a strategic collaboration aimed at developing new fields of fundamental, behavioral, social and translational science and accelerate health related basic science and engineering.

Principal areas of research cooperation pursued include early-onset colorectal cancer, neuroscience, obesity, and population health. A joint pilot fund was established to co-develop transformative research projects with the expectation of attracting future extramural funding.

This in-person research summit aims to advance research collaborations between UT Austin and MD Anderson investigators. Participants will learn about opportunities to collaborate across institutions, hear research updates from pilot awardees and other existing UT Austin-MD Anderson collaborations, discover the latest resources and expertise supported by core facilities across the two institutions, and talk with Cancer Prevention and Research Institute of Texas (CPRIT) leadership in a fireside chat session. We invite you to register via the submission form (below).

Event Details:

**Date:** Wednesday, November 2, 2022  
**Time:** 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM  
**Location:** The University of Texas at Austin, AT&T Hotel and Conference Center (1900 University Ave, Austin, TX 78705)  
**Contact:** daniel.arriaga@austin.utexas.edu

Register here

Abstracts are being solicited to present lightning talks or poster presentations across the thematic areas highlighted above. All faculty/principal investigators, trainees, or core facilities across the two institutions are encouraged to submit abstracts to present. For additional details and to submit your abstract, please click here.